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NOBU USA’S INWALL TOUCH PANEL PC AND WIFI TABLET PC WILL BE
FEATURED IN THE 2005 NEXTGEN HOMES
Dedicated to developing the next generation of home automation products, NOBU will
showcase there inwall touch panel PC and tablet PC.

Costa Mesa, Calif., May 3, 2005– NOBU USA, a leading provider of home automation
products, has teamed up with IShow to showcase Nobu’s high-end next generation
N12WTS and N12TBPC in the 2005 NextGen Homes. Nobu’s N12WTS inwall touch
panel pc will be located in the wall at the entrance of the home theater room controlling
the home theater system, using CasaWork’s award winning software. The
demonstration will show the simplicity and convenience of integrating a home theater
system with Nobu touch panels as the central control point.
“This is truly the best way to demonstrate and showcase high-end home automation,”
said Ben Yang, Nobu’s vice president of business development. “Combining Nobu’s
control panels and CasaWorks software delivers an affordable home automation system
without compromising functionality and sophistication. “
“The 2005 NextGen Home will provide the consumer a glimpse of home controls,” said
Leonard Pascual, Vice President of Business Development at CasaWorks.
“CasaWorks, providing software control capability, and Nobu, providing the touch
panels for a user interface, will demonstrate the simplicity of controlling the home
theater and other devices in the 2005 NextGen Home. “
About Nobu
Launched in February 2001, Nobu is a privately held company comprised of highlyqualified people with an intense focus to be the best in open-source home automation.
The company is dedicated to the development of digital living products, the applications
of open-source home automation, and simple and practical residential framework
systems. By providing quality customer service, innovative technology, and competitive
pricing - NOBU has positioned itself to be a leader in the home automation industry.
For more information about Nobu, visit www.nobuusa.com.
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About CasaWorks
CasaWorks is an embedded hardware and software innovator and is developing
technologies necessary to implement control in mainstream homes. Using state-of-theart software technology and tools, the company is creating innovative products that are
easy to install and economical to own. With more than 15 years of experience working
with software and hardware automation systems in commercial applications,
CasaWorks is now focused on the growing residential market. For more information,
see the CasaWorks Web site at http://www.casaworks.com.
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